430439
METERED AEROSOL DISPENSER

Description
The Reliable Brand™ metered dispenser is automatic and wall-mounted. This easy-to-use, versatile dispenser runs on two “C” size batteries (alkaline recommended), and provides reliable, consistent sprays.

Product directions
The time set switch, located in the dispenser housing, allows the user to adjust the frequency of sprays by intervals of 7.5, 15, or 30 minutes. Also located inside, the light sensor switch dictates whether the dispenser is set up for 24-hour operation, or night or day only modes. A flashing green light indicates normal operation status, and a red light alerts the user the refill may be empty, requiring replacement.

Features/Benefits
- Slim, compact design
- Uses 2 “C” batteries
- Three interval timer settings
- Red light signals empty can

Specifications
- Color: White
- Capacity: 7 oz can
- Style: Light sensor switch

Packaging
430439: 1/Each